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FORTHCOMING SPEAKERS
January 18th 2012

Researching Your House History
By Gill Blanchard

February 15th 2012

The Agricultural Labourer in Norfolk
By Steve Pope

Best wishes for Christmas and the
New Year to all readers

A few words from your Editor …
Another year is coming to an end, where does the time go? I had so
many plans for this year, I was going to get my family history
written up, sort out all the old photos and documents and generally
get organised. Of course it hasn’t happened – so next year…
In the Autumn Newsletter I asked if you would let me know what
you would like to see in your Newsletter, I didn’t receive any
requests. Please write to me if you would like any changes or
additions.
Thank you to all who have contributed articles for this Newsletter.
At the September meeting the AGM was held, and as you will read
in the Chairman’s report, volunteers are welcome, either to visit the
churchyards and help with Memorial Inscription recording or add a
few entries to our Burial Index, which you can do from your PC.
Best wishes to everyone for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
Format for Newsletter Contributions …. Preferably typed using
Microsoft Word or Works, or handwritten, then please either:



email the file to me at Familyhis@aol.com or
post handwritten copy/CD/floppy disk, to me at the address
on the back of the Newsletter

Deadline for inclusion in the next Newsletter –
2012

January 18th

Kate (Editor)
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LETS LOOK AT A CHURCH
No.64 – St Andrew, Attlebridge

Described by the EDP as a ‘sleepy village’, maybe because the Norwich to
Fakenham road bypasses it these days, Attlebridge in the district of
Broadland lies on the eastern section of the old Walsingham or Palmer’s
Way and a hermitage stood here until the 1500s as a rest stop for pilgrims
bound for the Shrine of Our lady. A chapel too once stood here and local
legend has it that during the Civil War on the approach of Roundhead
troopers its two silver bells were buried for safety in the river bank and
have never been found but the story has no historical support so don’t get
your spades out yet.
The settlement lies at what was once a busy crossing point of the River
Wensum some eight miles north-west of Norwich and its name comes from
Atlebruge or ‘Ætla’s bridge’ although whether this 7th century Anglo Saxon
bridge builder who is believed to have been an archbishop is the same Ætla
who gave his name to Attleborough in south Norfolk is unclear. An old
wooden bridge was replaced in 1861 by a wrought iron one although the
village sign which also shows St Andrew’s Church depicts a stone one.
Attlebridge had only about sixty inhabitants in Victorian times when the
school run by an unfortunately named Miss Death was erected and now has
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little more than a hundred although it once boasted its own railway station
and from here you can walk or cycle Marriott’s Way which follows the
route of the old M&GN and is named after their Locomotive
Superintendent William Marriott who was noted in his day as a proponent
of reinforced concrete.
Attlebridge also had an airfield used for numerous Allied missions during
World War II and when it was sold in 1959 it became ‘the largest turkey
farm in the world’ home to more than 300,000 birds. St Andrew’s, which
lies at the heart of the village and dates from the 13th century, had its
interior restored in 1864 – the windows are all modern insertions with
square frames, and was extensively repaired by English Heritage about four
years ago. If you visit during late spring, the churchyard is white with
meadow saxifrage which with its attendant bees presents a pretty sight. The
church is a small flint building in the Perpendicular style commanding an
impressive position atop a small man-made mound and presently doubles
as the village post office, a good example of the imaginative uses to which
some rural churches are now put. William White’s Directory of 1883 calls
it ‘a plain old structure, comprising nave, north aisle, chancel and square
tower containing one bell.’ There are now four bells gracing the narrow
unbuttressed tower which rather reminds one of a miniature Italian
campanile - it is hoped it can take the weight! White also draws our
attention to ‘the piscina or holy water stoup, the squint or hagiscope and the
low side window or lychnoscope’. In his Norfolk Churches, 1949, H.
Munro Cautley says there is little of interest apart from the last mentioned
feature although this is a little unfair. Entering through the porch which is
on the south side, one is struck by the dignified rural simplicity of the
building. The octagonal font which J. Charles Cox (County Churches,
Norfolk, 1910) thinks is Norman has rather unusual tracery patterns and it
is worth seeking out both a tablet to the Craven family and the little chalice
brass near the sanctuary rail to George Conyngham a priest who died in
1525. The squint in the north wall of the chancel mentioned by White
which is ostensibly a device enabling priests officiating at a side altar to
elevate the Host simultaneously with the elevation at the high altar, is
interestingly not cut to visually align with the high altar so one wonders at
its utility.
There was a priest’s door but this is now blocked and on leaving the
churchyard one is drawn to a rather ramshackle tomb-chest which has seen
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much better days although I confess, suppressing a yawn, to leaving the
sleepy village of Attlebridge without actually looking for the bridge perhaps some other time.
The original parish registers are held at the Norfolk Record Office (Cat.
Ref. PD 40) and comprise Baptisms 1712-1812, Marriages 1725-1835,
Burials 1716-1812 and Banns 1755-1815. Microform copies cover the
same dates with a printed transcript ending at 1842 for Baptisms & Burials
and 1837 for Marriages. Archdeacon’s and Bishop’s transcripts all start at
1600 and end in 1871 for Baptisms & Burials and 1837 for Marriages. The
Parish chest is quite small comprising a Tithe apportionment for 1838, a
map for 1839, Churchwarden’s Account Book 1842-1905, two
Churchwarden’s vouchers 1787 and Churchwarden’s bills & receipts
covering the period 1886-1956. There are also Poor Law papers 1798-1808
and the Lyng Rectory Manor Court Book for 1612-1927.
Roderic & Denise Woodhouse

THIS MAY INTEREST YOU – New Family History Series on TV
The Family Tree Magazine reported in their September and October issues,
that as the 8th (yes, it is the 8th) series of Who Do You Think You Are draws
to a close, a new ten part series of Family History programmes should be
starting. This will be called Find My Past, and it is no coincidence, that this
is the name of a well-known family history website. For, following a
change in the rules, this series will be the first British TV programme to
officially incorporate the products of a company, within its content.
Brightsolid, the parent company of Findmypast and Scotlandspeople, are
the sponsors’ having signed a deal with UKTV, to produce a series for the
digital channel Yesterday. Each programme, will attempt to connect three
people genealogically, with a British historical event e.g. Jack the ripper,
Battle of Britain, Dunkirk, the Tay bridge disaster etc. The first programme
is planned to be screened on 20 Oct at 9 pm. It sounds an interesting idea,
which if successful could be copied by other providers of on-line research
material – keeping us up to date with what is available.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT – Are The Experts Right?
While we were recording the memorial
inscriptions at Twyford, we came across
a modern memorial, in the form of a red
polished block of stone with an angled
top. One side carrying the epitaph and
the other, decorated with three
interlocking circles, arranged in a
geometric pattern. The churchwarden
told us that the person commemorated,
who we shall call John Brown, was accidentally killed about ten years ago,
whilst cycling in the USA. Maybe the pattern had a cycling connection,
Don and I left the churchyard intrigued as to its meaning.
I unsuccessfully ‘googled’ for a cycling insignia, or the like, however, Don
was more successful and found a list of headstone symbols including, three
interlocking circles – it was a triquetra symbolising The Trinity. Number
one solution.
Meantime, unaware of Don’s discovery, I had a brainwave; maybe the
family still lived in the area. There are 222 Browns in the phone book, but
fortunately, only one in Twyford and in response to my: “Are you by any
chance related to…” , a better answer than I could have hoped for, “Yes,
I’m his mother!” She obviously loved her son very much and was quite
happy to talk about him. It did have a cycling connection, as John was an
enthusiastic cyclist and had dreamt of one day taking part in The Tour de
France. It was her husband (who was not in at the time), who had devised
the pattern. Number two solution.

A few days later, I revisited the churchyard for a closer look and
discovered that there were small holes placed at strategic points on the
pattern, could these be relevant to a bicycle? I rang again. This time Mr
Brown answered. It appears that between my pre conceived idea that the
design was cycling related and my difficulty with hearing over the phone, I
had got it all wrong. Apparently, when the memorial design was agreed,
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there was no intention of including any decoration. Mr Brown thought that
the memorial would be positioned with the epitaph facing west, which
would be seen by people entering the churchyard. However, the
stonemason mounted it facing east, in keeping with other memorials
nearby. Consequently, the bare back of the memorial, greeted the
churchyard visitor. After failing to convince the stonemason, or the rector,
that it was the wrong way round, Mr Brown subsequently devised the
geometric pattern for the stone mason to add, solely to make it more
attractive. Finally the real solution was discovered, having no religious or
cycling significance whatsoever.
It makes one wonder, how many of our past stonemasons, watching from
heaven above, are laughing at the meanings, incorrectly read into their
symbols, by the ‘experts’, down here on earth.
TFG

CHAIRMAN’ ANNUAL REPORT
I start this year’s report on a negative note. Membership is down by
about 20 and stands at 249, well it did on Aug. 10th, on the 30th it was
243, so it is difficult to be precise. However, we can be precise about
attendance at meetings; this has fallen over the year from an average
of 35 to 31. I sincerely hope this trend isn’t going to continue, for
apart from Graham’s considerable effort to provide us with an
interesting and varied programme, being wasted – another statistic
shows that the average cost of speakers last year was £66, so please
make the effort to support us if you possibly can.
Staying with meetings, our library facilities are less than ideal and it
was suggested that, ‘it wasn’t worth the effort put into running it’.
We produced a questionnaire, which was handed out at several
meetings. 25 members completed the form and all but two indicated
that we should have a library. There were some helpful comments,
but the most common observation was ‘we didn’t provide a list of
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our holdings’ – this has been rectified and will be kept up to date.
Now we have to look at other ways of improving the facility and
updating stock.
Being impractical for many members to attend meetings, our
Newsletter and Members Interest booklet is their link to the society.
Kate continues to do a superb job, turning our minimal offerings into
an interesting newsletter. On her behalf, I would like to make my
annual plea – if you find something of interest, then others will too,
so please send in your articles, snippets and observations, help her
fill the Newsletter with what You would like to see included.
This year, we sold 147 MI books, but only managed to complete
three more: Reepham cemetery, with over 750 memorials, Ringland
and Bylaugh. Obviously to help with the MIs you have to visit the
churchyards but, if you have an aversion to fresh air, maybe you
would like to volunteer to add a few entries to our Burial Index;
many of the registers are now on-line and it can all be done from
your PC. Financially, both of these projects are important to us.
Referring to Pat’s Statement of account (see page 10) you will see
that we have managed a “profit” of £169.36. Although this is £77.95
less than last year, in the present climate I think it is pretty good.
You will see, our major expenditure remains the Newsletter, which
includes the Members Interest booklet, and postage. This is closely
followed by our monthly meetings – where the figure includes the
hire of the hall and speakers. I’m afraid it’s a fact of life, if we want
good speakers; we are going to have to pay good prices.
Insurance cost is down, because we have depreciated the value of our
library and equipment, third party aspect and FFHS subscriptions
remain much the same.
These costs are offset by our income – mainly from subscriptions but
still a substantial amount from the sale of our books (£144.41) and a
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on-line commission from our contribution to the NBI (£405.63).
However, about £200 of this came from a share in the profits from
the sale of NBI3, which was a one off payment, and is unlikely to be
repeated. Also of cynical interest, is income from our bank deposit
account; interest being £2.99, not much more than the cost of a cup
of coffee.
Summing up our financial state – “excess income over expenditure
£169.36” and £5,195.04 in the bank. In the light of this, and with no
large expenditures planned, I recommended that, subscriptions
should not be increased, which after some discussion, was agreed by
the 30 members who attended the AGM.
My report would not be complete without offering a special thank
you, to John Ward. John has not enjoyed the best of health, during
the past few years and has decided to resign from the committee.
Looking back through past AGM minutes I found he joined the
committee back in 2002. Local members have seen John manning
the library and he is invariably one of the last to leave, helping to
clear up after the meetings. But over the years John has played his
part behind the scenes, coming up with ideas and helping to keep us
all on track, which has all gone towards helping make the Society a
success story. On behalf of us all I would like to formally thank John
for those nine years of contributions, wish him all the best for the
future and hope we shall continue seeing him at our meetings.
The job of Chairman is easy when all the committee do an excellent
job. It is thanks to their efforts and, of course the support of the
membership, that I am able to complete my report by simply saying,
the society has had another successful year. Thank you all
Tom Garland
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NEW MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
Member 740 – Mrs E Sxxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- -------@----BARNARD
NFK
WEALES
NFK
CARR
NFK
PARNELL
NFK
SHICKELL
NFK
HOWARD
NFK

Pre 1900
Pre 1880
Pre 1850
Pre 1930
Pre 1800
Pre 1820

Member 741 – Ms A L Sxxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- -------@----BUCK John
Holt NFK
DIX Tabitha
Holt NFK
BUCK Tabitha
Holt NFK
BUCK Hannah
Holt NFK

1700’s
1700
1700
1700 – 1800

Member 742 – Ms V Wxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- -------@----CURRY Dinah
Carbrooke NFK
GRAVES Dinah
Carbrooke NFK
GRAVES William Carbrooke NFK
GRAVES Daniel
Carbrooke NFK
GRAVES Hannah
Carbrooke NFK

1700 – 1800
1700 – 1800
1700 – 1800
1700 – 1800
1700 – 1800

Member 743 – Mrs Y D Wxxxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- -------@----AGLEN/EAGLEN/EAGLING Saham Toney/Watton/Griston NFK 1500 –
1837
Member 185 Dr & Mrs Wxxxx have a new email address -----@-----
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Who was MARY FRANKLING?
The article by Joy Lodey in a recent MNFHS journal reminded me that
marriages by licence played a crucial part in solving a mystery posed by
Jim Baldwin, a member of the Fakenham Local History Society, some five
years ago and only recently cracked. Fakenham Independent Chapel was
originally built about 1779 at the expense of a lady called Miss Mary
FRANKLING. The same year, she married a widower, Thomas
PARKER, at Fakenham. She died in 1788 aged 39 according to her
gravestone in Fakenham. Her sister, Elizabeth FRANKLING, also built a
chapel at Briston. But who were these ladies, where did they come from
and how did they acquire the money to invest in these building projects?
As Jim wrote at the time of his initial enquiry, the story of Mary
PARKER (FRANKLING) is very interesting. Just consider, she was 23
and single when her parents died, she had a brother (25) who probably
would have inherited any money the parents may have had. Her sister
Elizabeth was probably older and perhaps married (GRIEVES), and she
had a younger brother and sister. Within a couple of years she was going
around the Fakenham/Wells area preaching with other women. Within a
further couple of years she was buying land in Fakenham and then building
a 300 seat chapel. She married a widower, had two children and within 10
years the family had died in the space of 4 months. What a story!
Parish Baptisms The first approach was to examine parish register
transcripts and indexes for the surname FRANKLING (and the variants
FRANKLIN, FRANKLYN and FRANKLAND). The name is fairly
wide-spread in Norfolk and there were families recorded in the 18th century
in Weasenham, Swanton Novers, Kerdiston, Wells, Holkham, Norwich,
Heigham, Bodham and Hillington. So there were many parishes with
possible connections and we tried to find any with baptisms around 1750 of
girls, Elizabeth and Mary. There were baptisms for Mary FRANKLIN
at Weasenham St Peter in 1740, for Elizabeth FRANKLAND at Bodham
in 1745 and a sister Mary in 1747/8. But these were excluded by other
evidence.
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Other sources The 1768 Norfolk Poll Book also gives families in
Thornham, Snettisham and Horningtoft with property in Guestwick, Great
Walsingham and Whissonsett. Land Tax Assessments had entries in East
and North Barsham, West Rudham, Great Snoring, Wighton, Holt and
Stody. Meanwhile Jim wrote to the Wesleyan Historical Society and the
Norfolk FHS to see whether they could help.
Non-conformist records A further possibility was the records of
Guestwick Independent Chapel. There were a few FRANKLING entries
but nothing conclusive.
Mrs Susan FRANKLING prop[osed] 20th Aug adm[itted] 16th September
1719
Members 1733 Susan FRANKLIN
Members 1743 Susanna FRANKLING of Walsingham
Bapt 2 Mar 1747/8 Robert so Mr FRANKLING of Cardiston [Kerdiston]
Bapt 22 Jul 1750 Sarah do Mr FRANKLING late of Cardiston now of
Reepham
Mary’s Will Mary PARKER widow made her will on 20th November
1788 with a codicil on 5th December and, as well as details regarding the
chapels in Fakenham, Briston and Barney, she mentions her sisters
Elizabeth GRIEVES and Susan RICE.
Marriages These affluent non-conformist families evidently baptised and
buried their members in their own chapels, the records of which have
unfortunately not survived. However, their marriages had to be solemnised
in the parish church and they usually eschewed the calling of banns in
favour of a licence. So let’s try a different approach and look for the
marriages of these ladies. The website FreeReg is becoming quite useful
for Norfolk register information and the marriages of Mary and Elizabeth
were easily found. A marriage was also found for Susan but to a different
bridegroom. Fortunately there was also a second marriage for her to
establish the correctness of our findings, although the surname was RIX
not RICE:Volume 6 Issue 5
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22 Oct 1766 Thomas LOADES & Susan FRANKLING at Little
Walsingham by licence
27 Jun 1775 William RIX Lt Walsingham & Susan LOADS widow
Chosely at Titchwell by licence
12 Apr 1777 William GRIEVES & Elizabeth FRANKLING at Briston
by licence
26 Sep 1779 Thomas PARKER & Mary FRANKLING at Fakenham by
licence
The Marriage Licence Bonds for these marriages are deposited in the
Norwich Record Office and have been microfilmed. These are available
both at the NRO and in the Heritage Centre at the Forum.
Robert LOADES of Lt Walsingham lawyer [or sawyer] & James BLOG
[or BLOY] of Houghton farmer for Robert to marry Susannah
FRANKLYN of Lt Walsingham at Lt Walsingham. Both over 21.
Witnesses Martha POWELL & Ann ELGAR
24Jun1775 William RIX of Lt Walsingham single man aged 21 & upward
& Clement BELL of Choseley bondsmen for William to marry Susan
LOADS of Choseley an extra-parochial place widow aged 21 & upward at
Titchwell. Witnesses James BELL & G WEATHERHEAD
9Apr1777 William GRIEVES bachelor of Briston gent & Thomas
MINDHAM of Briston gent bondsmen for William to marry Elizabeth
FRANKLING spinster, both parties 21 & upward Witness Joshua
SMITH surrogate
24Sep1779 Thomas PARKER Fakenham widower aged 40 & upward &
James PARKER of Fakenham bondsmen for Thomas to marry Mary
FRANKLING of Fakenham spinster aged 25 & upward.
The entry in White's Norfolk 1864 for Choseley is interesting. Choseley
6m W by S of Burnham Market is an extra-parochial farm of 650 acres
belonging to C F N ROLFE Esq of Heacham and occupied by Merrick B
BIRCHAM Esq of Fakenham who keeps a pack of harriers here. Its county
rates & taxes are paid with Ringstead but the inhabitants attend Titchwell
church for which privilege the rector has an acre of land here. Post from
Lynn.
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More Wills The established church also controlled the probate procedure
and non-conformist wills therefore appear in the diocesan archives.
Returning to their evident affluence, the money must have come from an
inheritance and so there must be a will. The simplest enquiry is online at
TNA (The National Archives) which has wills proved at the Prerogative
Court of Canterbury (PCC). This produced one possible will in Norfolk
about the right date, for Thorp FRANKLING, draper of Little
Walsingham, proved on 27th November 1760. The match with Susan’s
parish at her marriage made this worth obtaining.
Briefly, by this will made on 20th October 1758, he left his estate in trust
for his son, Richard, when he reached the age 21 and the sum of £100 each
for his three daughters, Susan, Elizabeth and Mary when they were 23
years old. In addition they were to receive one third of his capital
investments when they reached the age of 21. The trustees appointed were
his father-in-law, Framingham LAKE, Thomas and Jane WILLIS of
Brancaster.
So let’s look for Framingham LAKE’s will as well. Made on 15th May
1772 and proved at the PCC on 11th March 1776, Framingham LAKE of
Thornham, merchant left his properties in Thornham, Titchwell, Holm next
the Sea, Snettisham, Heacham and the Ringsteads to his grandson and
executor, Thomas WILLIS, who was to pay annuities to the granddaughter, Elizabeth THOMPSON, £60 per annum for Susan
THOMPSON, another grand-daughter, and £40 per annum for herself plus
a legacy of £1000. His grandson Framingham Lake WILLIS was to
receive the properties in Brancaster plus £1000. His grand-daughters,
Susan LOADES widow, Elizabeth FRANKLING and Mary
FRANKLING were to have £500 each and further grand-daughters,
Margaret WILLIS and Jane, the wife of Clement BELL £1000 each.
His sister, Mary WARE widow and daughter Jane WILLIS, received £10
each. He also left small legacies to his servants and workmen.
Interestingly, Framingham and his family appear not to have been nonconformists. He was baptised at Sedgeford on 16th October 1682 so he was
well into his 90s when he died. He married Susan HOLAND at Sedgeford
on 19th September 1706 and they baptised 4 daughters and 2 sons there.
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It took almost 5 years to solve the mystery and several of the links in the
chain depended on lucky chances but Jim is now happy to have a
completely sensible story to tell about the foundation of Fakenham
Independent Chapel, even though it was not in time for the publication of
his book.
I am grateful to Jim Baldwin for permission to submit this study and for
checking the details.
Keith Howell (member 67)
References
Wesley’s People by Jim Baldwin ISBN 978 0 948899 08 9 (£4.00+p&p)
See also www.jimbooks.co.uk
Mary PARKER’s will - NRO ANF 1789 W 9 303 microfilm GS 0167160
Thorp FRANKLING’s will - Public Record Office (TNA) PROB11/860
folio 230 Image 320
Framingham LAKE’s will - PRO (TNA) PROB11/1017 folio 280 Image
268
http://FreeReg.RootsWeb.com

YOUR LETTERS
Are you researching the names EVANS or YULL? Sue has kindly given
me a copy Death Certificate of Sophia Evans neé Yull died in 1914 aged 87
years at Lingwood Workhouse. If this relates to your research please email
or write to me and I will pass on a copy.
Kate (Ed)
We have been notified by the Federation of Family History Societies …
The British Library’s Newspaper Collection
In 2013 the British Library’s hard copy newspaper collections are
scheduled to move from the current Colindale site to a planned Newspaper
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Storage Building at Boston Spa in West Yorkshire. Future access to the
newspaper collection will be via microfilm and digitised copies in a
dedicated Newspaper Reading Room at St Pancras.

Nick from The Medals Reunited Project writes …
We’ve put together a list of medals from WW1 and the Boer War, and the
names and service numbers of the soldiers they were awarded to. The idea
is that our subscribers can use our site to check the list for medals that
belonged to their family members. Once they find a medal of interest to
them we track it down and offer a purchasing service for our subscribers.
We are also now supporting Help for Heroes and we will be making
regular donations from any proceeds received from this project. Perhaps
your
members
would
find
this
service
valuable.
http://www.uvgenealogy.co.uk/29701.html
Regards, Nick
55-56 Wenta Business Centre, Colne Way, Watford, Herts, WD24 7ND;
Tel:07760 367850
Email: nick@hrgenealogy.com; Web: www.hrgenealogy.com

Research in South West England
Malcolm Wright of the Bristol Genealogical Services writes …
I am an experienced genealogist with over 15 years experience,
specialising in tracing family and local history records in the south-west of
England (particularly Bristol, Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire and
Devon). I understand how costly and/or time-consuming it can be to travel
from one side of the country to the other, particularly if it is to trace one, or
a few, illusive records. If you, or any of your members, needs a particular
record locating and copying/transcribing from the south-west of England
or south Wales, or from the National Archives in Kew, I would be very
happy to conduce this search on your, or their, behalf and forward the
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results without charge, although a contribution
postage/copying costs would be appreciated.

towards

and

I am also very happy to conduct larger pieces of research at a competitive
rate (typically £10 per hour) if required. Please see my website at
www.bristolgenealogy.co.uk for full details.
I hope this is of interest and that I can be of assistance in your family or
local history research.
Have you got something to write about, if so please put pen to paper (or
fingers to keyboard) – someone out there has probably got an answer to
your question.
Kate (Ed)

AN UNUSUAL WEBSITE
At a recent society meeting Brent Scoles mentioned a website he had
found relating to patents.
http:\\gb.espacenet.com

He had discovered that putting in the keyword Dereham brought up
several patents registered by Dereham companies. I tried it out and
found the one which he had found particularly interesting – a
mechanical toothbrush which the user connected to a tap via a hose.
The mains pressure turned a water motor, much like todays battery
operated brush, but with built-in water spray. This was in 1932.

I then spent the afternoon experimenting with the website. Most
inventions by my namesakes were from the US but there was a
Philip Henry who had patented a piece of assembly equipment for
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Airbus UK. I have long since resisted the temptation to try and find a
relationship with famous people, so left that alone. Returning to
Dereham there are several parents registered by Cranes Engineering,
who were the famous Dereham trailer manufacturers. Needless to
say, putting in Cranes as a keyword took me into the world of lifting
machines (I must learn to think more logically). Returning to my
toothbrush inventor, the patent identified Geoffrey Bowman Jenkins
as the applicant and when I entered his name it identified 10 patents
from several addresses and companies. These ranged from an elastic
cord driving mechanism for model toys in 1919, to an extending
mechanism for a dining room table in 1936. He also patented a razor
strop, for honing safety razor blades. I had always thought that
Gillette made his fortune, by inventing something which was used
and then thrown away; Jenkins obviously thought he could amend
that notion. I was intrigued, who was this man?

Most of his patents referred to toys, or perhaps more correctly,
models and when I searched the internet for more information, many
websites referred to ‘Bowman Steam Toys and Pond Yachts’, a two
part book written by Colin Laker. There is a reference copy in the
Norwich Forum library and a few in the library system. I had a quick
look at the Forum copy, and as its title implies, it is essentially a
book about models but also a family history of a remarkable man.
Geoffrey Jenkins made a major contribution towards providing
employment to local Dereham residents via Hobbies, Bowman
Models, Jentique and even indirectly Metamec. The book is a limited
edition with each part costing £44. I won’t be buying the books but I
do have a loan copy on order, and am looking forward to my library
request being met. Watch this space. Meantime, why not try the
website and see what you can discover?
Tom Garland
~~~~~~~~~
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Huntingdonshire Family
History Society

The BIG Family
History Fair
st
21 April 2012
at
The Burgess Hall, St Ives
Cambs. PE27 6WU
10am to 4pm
FREE Admission (children must be accompanied)
Ample Free Parking
For further details contact:
Huntingdonshire Family History Society
c/o Mrs C. M. Morris
2 Burleigh Road, St Ives, Cambs, PE27 3DF
Email: secretary@huntsfhs.org.uk
Website: www.huntsfhs.org.uk
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1 Cowper Road
Dereham, Norfolk
NR19 2DA
01362 852188

Laptop & Computer Sales and Repairs
Mobile Phone Unlocking and Repairing

Please be aware that any contract or agreement made
between members and members or researchers/
advertisers is on their own terms, and is therefore not the
responsibility of the Society. However, we would like to
know of any problems encountered and may cease
accepting advertising.

NORFOLK RESEARCH
Parish Records, Census Searches
Certificates
£5 per hour
Send SAE or IRC for details to:
W Hepburn, 11 Preston Avenue, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 9JE
Or contact by email: Willie.h.1945@virgin.net
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IDENTITY THEFT! DON’T MAKE IT EASY FOR THEM!
Identity theft is a real threat nowadays, and it is up to us all to make every
effort to keep personal information belonging to ourselves and fellow
Society members safe.
The Mid-Norfolk Family History Society takes every care to ensure that
any personal details you have submitted are kept confidential. Your details
are published in the Members’ Interests Directory for the sole purpose of
providing means of contact to aid family history research and are intended
for use by Society Members only and not for general distribution.
We are therefore asking you take care when destroying last or previous
years Members’ Interests Booklet. Please would you shred or burn the
booklet when you have finished with it.
If you have any queries or problems please contact Kate (Editor).
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Tracing Your Family Tree?
Norfolk
Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, Essex and Lincolnshire

Professional Researcher
Gill Blanchard
BA, MA
Post. Grad. Cert. Ed (PCE)
Record Office and Freelance since 1992
Family History Courses available
84 Rupert Street
Norwich, Norfolk
NR2 2AT
Tel: 01603 633232

gblanchard@pastsearch.co.uk
www.pastsearch.co.uk
I am a qualified historian and researcher providing a
full range of services including:
Compiling Family Trees, Writing Your Family History,
Local History, House History & Photography
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Mid-Norfolk Family History Society
www.tsites.co.uk/sites/mnfhs/
President

Don McLean, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01362
000000

Committee
Chairman

Tom Garland, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Secretary
Trips Co-ordinator

Sue Vickerage, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Treasurer

Pat Skittrall. ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Librarian

Susan Page, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01953
000000

Librarian
Strays Co-ordinator

Iona Folliard, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01603
000000

Programme
Secretary

Graham Rudd, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
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Newsletter Editor
Queries & Sales

Kate Easdown, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----
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NBI Co-ordinator

Barry Hughes, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Membership
Secretary

Joan Allson, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Members’ Interests

Denise and Roderic Woodhouse, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01263
000000

Printed by: Eastern Office Equipment, 2 Wellington Road, Dereham, Norfolk
NR19 2BP
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